[I do not claim in the ensuing description, to present a demonstration of the tissue changes, which I believe regularly take place during the respiratory movement, nor to place beyond doubt the effect which these changes have in inducing the insemination of oxygen into the vascular flow, but to fix attention upon the until now unno- Of course this progressive alternation, will most change the figure of the anatomical elements of the lung most easily changed. In the extreme or terminal portion of the lung, there ramifies the most compact capillary system, yet found in the human body, and the readily y ielding sides of this part of the tissue would subject them to the greatest part of this change in enlargement and diminution of lung tissue. The movement of the lungs is wwremitting. From the moment it reaches its greatest dimensions to recur to its least dimension, and again from the latter to the former, there is a progressive movement. The moment of the greatest size, from which the lung recedes, and the moment of least size, from which it reenlarges, are not periods of cessation, but stages of the movement.
And it is during these stages of the movement, that the greatest change in the figure of the vascular channels is made, and at the movement continuing from these stages, either toward decrease or increase of size ?there is the mean anatomical state of these vessels.
The capillary net-work of the cellular, vesicular, or saccular portion of the lung-structure, is so close as to leave but slight intercapillary spaces, the outer surfaces of their walls being nearly in contact, and between there is no matrix or intercapillary tissue. They ramify upon the outer or pleuro-pulmonary surface of the bottom and sides of the air-sacs, and between them up to the dividing plane of the sacs.
Their position is one in which they receive transversly the full force of any change in the size of the air-sacs.
During the progressive stages of enlargement of the lung simultaneous with the increase in the volume of the increasing air, the air-sacs are enlarged in size and calibre, by increase of calibre both in the direction of their longer axis, and of their shorter. The pressure of the accession of incoming air is borne directly by the capillaries, upon their transverse limits, and thus upon their contents, causing a remission or an impulsion in their rate of advance. This is the advanced stage of enlargement of the lungtissue.
As the air recedes from the bronchial tube, the tension on the air-cells abates. That certain anatomical or tissue movement, involving a change in function for the time being in the tissue, is demanded where notable physiological transactions occur, is exemplified in the movements of the heart, the stomach and the intestines. The movement of the heart and the anatomical changes in its tissue, which constitute that movement, alone give the needed impulsion to the blood. And similarly the changes in the tissue of the stomach alone give the needed transudation of the gastic juice. So, also the changes of tissue in the intestines alone furnish the products of that canal, and slowly carry onward the undigested food. To the movement of the lungs and the regular tissue changes it involves is to be assigned the transpiration of the carbonic acid absorbed and carried forward by the blood, and the absorption of the proportion of oxygen which enters the blood.
A portion of the tissue changes, which take place in the heart, is so nearly similar to those I have described in the lungs that the former suggest the latter. Thus in a shortened or abbreviated diastole, and hence increased frequency of the systole, the tissue of the heart is not permitted to reach its normal
